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Introduction: Cosmic spherules are sub-spherical microme-

teorites (MMs) formed by extensive melting during atmospheric 

entry heating and represent the portion of the MM flux that enters 

the atmosphere at higher angles or higher velocities than unmelt-

ed particles [1]. The non-unique dependence of peak temperature 

on entry velocity suggests that cosmic spherules will include par-

ticles derived from different sources than unmelted particles for 

any particular size range [2]. Although high geocentric velocity 

sources are not uniquely cometary it can be expected that these 

will make a more significant contribution to these particles. Iden-

tifying the entry parameters for individual recovered particles is, 

however, problematic. 

In this study we report observations of heterogeneous distri-

bution of olivine crystals within cosmic spherules suggesting that 

settling and accumulation has occurred during atmospheric flight. 

Olivine settling is shown to allow peak deceleration and thus en-

try parameters to be constrained. 

Olivine Distribution in Spherules: Antarctic porphyritic S-

type cosmic spherules derived from Cap Prudhomme and from 

moraine at Larkman Nunatak were observed with heterogeneous 

distribution of olivine. Two varieties are recognised: (1) continu-

ous growth cumulate spherules (CCS), in which zoned fayalitic 

olivines exhibit systematic variation in grain-size across particles, 

and (2) relict cumulate spherules (RCS), in which relict anhy-

drous silicates, usually forsterite or enstatite, are concentrated at 

one end of the spherule. Amongst CCS spherules crystal sizes 

vary by up to 300% across particles with crystals up to 20 um 

size for spherules larger than 50 um.  Large olivines that are con-

centrated at one end of the particle often contain more Mg-rich 

cores than smaller olivines. Where relict metal droplets, or tex-

tural evidence for the separation of metal, is present, olivine 

grain-size increases towards the location of metal separation. 

Origin of Textures: Either variations in crystal growth 

and/or nucleation rate, or settling during atmospheric flight must 

be responsible for the observed olivine size distributions. The 

small size of particles, however, precludes large differences in 

temperature or cooling rate across the particle that could influ-

ence crystal growth. Settling of metal droplets during atmospher-

ic flight is, however, observed indicating that phase density dif-

ferences can lead to physical separation [3]. Olivine settling dur-

ing flight is, therefore, the most likely explanation for these tex-

tures. 

Implications: Settling of olivine within spherules, like the 

separation of metal, requires melt to crystal ratios of >50 vol% 

and flight orientation [3], whilst porphyritic textures indicate 

sub-liquidus peak temperatures. Effective settling of olivine, 

therefore, has a small window of opportunity that is sensitive to 

peak deceleration and melt duration, favoring high velocity, low 

entry angle particles. The textures of cosmic spherules can, there-

fore, provide constraints on their dynamic behavior. 
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